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Route selection and reaction engineering for
sustainable metabolite synthesis†

Roland Wohlgemuth abc

The great advances in information technology, machine learning and artificial intelligence are providing fast

access to potential routes to a desired metabolite from possible starting materials. While routes can be

easily ranked according to clearly measurable indicators, such as the number of reaction steps involved,

reaction chemistry-based knowledge and experience of what is working and also what is not working is

important as well. Multiple factors such as availability and sources of starting materials, reaction selectivity,

safety, resource-efficiency and economy, influence the selection of a route to be developed. Sustainability

aspects of synthetic methodologies have also become additional selection criteria for routes of biological

and chemical reactions to metabolites. Analytical methodologies are thereby essential not only for rapid

prototyping but also for analyzing the operational windows for the reactions of the prototype route and for

finding optimum reaction conditions, which can themselves be used for further reaction optimization in an

iterative way.

Introduction

The small molecular weight compounds of living cells
represent, in addition to the DNA, RNA and protein space, an
important molecular space of biology attracting increased
attention with the renewed interest in cellular metabolism
and its regulation in health and disease.1,2

As investigations of the entire metabolite space have in
this context come into focus, gaps have become clear
between how many metabolites have been identified in a
biological organism and how many of these have already
been described to be synthesized in the laboratory. Despite
numerous past chemistry and biochemistry milestones which
have been achieved in connection with obtaining desired
metabolites, many essential metabolites are not available,
and therefore metabolite synthesis experienced a renaissance
as access to pure metabolites is a key requirement.3

Metabolites are needed for life to exist, as clearly evident
from the dependence of cellular growth on metabolites as
nutrients in defined culture media and the environment.
Even for the newest field of synthetic biology metabolites
continue to be key to the growth of organisms that have been
repurposed with synthetic genomes. The impressive work on
synthetic genomes, which were transplanted into a

favourable cellular environment for bringing them to life,
depended also on the supply in the medium of practically all
the required metabolites.4,5 The discovery, analysis and
identification of easily diffusable metabolites, which show a
large diversity of structures and biological functions, have
become major tasks. This has lead to important advances in
understanding cellular metabolism, a significant growth of
the number of known metabolite structures which have so
far been identified in various biological organisms, valuable
tools for their contextual mapping and visualization, as well
as the development of better data storage and information
systems.6–10 As interactions of a specific biological organism
with its associated microbial cells are of importance for the
biological organism's health status and involve also bioactive
small molecules, it is of much interest not only to describe
the metabolome of the biological host organism but also to
start cataloguing the metabolites of its corresponding
microbiome, for example in case of the Human Metabolome
Database HMDB9 the corresponding Human Microbial
Metabolome Database MiMeDB.10 The rapidly growing
number of identified metabolites and the much slower
growth in the number of the synthesized metabolites are
illustrated by the example of the human metabolite database
HMDB.9 In line with these developments, the synthesis of
metabolites has therefore also moved forward very much.
While many metabolites have been manufactured at large
scale for various applications, smaller scales are adequate for
numerous other natural and non-natural metabolites. While
suitable inhouse facilities for these projects are of interest to
large organisations, it is worth mentioning that there are
options of having analytical or synthetic work on metabolites
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performed by specialized service companies, for example
providing a service for metabolite synthesis (for a selection of
service institutions see Table S1 in the ESI†), or for the
analysis and identification of metabolites (for a selection of
service institutions see Table S2 in the ESI†).

The continuous increase in the number and scale of
metabolite synthesis over the years has not only brought
more attention to the optimization of space–time yields, but
also to the availability of less abundant biological or
elemental resources, resource efficiency to manufacture more
with less, safety, health and various environmental aspects.
The concept of sustainable development, described in the
Gro Harlem Brundtland report more than 40 years ago,11 and
the straightforward description of the mass of waste per mass
of product synthesized with the E factor, introduced by Roger
Sheldon more than 30 years ago,12 have been crucial for
guiding developments and technologies in general and in
particular also for considering the sustainability of
metabolite manufacturing processes. Whether metabolites
are isolated from biological raw materials, produced by
fermentation or by chemical synthesis the molecular
economy strategies of resource-efficient processes preserving
biodiversity and limited elements and the prevention of
waste accumulation have contributed to greener processes in
the synthesis of metabolites. Considering the transition from
fossil-based raw materials to bio-based resources as a key
direction, and in view of the numerous renewable
bioprocesses in the biosphere, implementing bioeconomy
strategies for utilizing biobased resources and bioprocesses
is also important for the sustainable development of
metabolite synthesis, as metabolites are manufactured in
various industrial sectors.13 As biobased resources differ from
fossil-based raw materials by the presence of many functional
groups, highly selective biocatalytic defunctionalization
reactions14 can provide a much shorter synthetic route to
valuable metabolites than the introduction of new functional
groups into highly reduced fossil-based starting materials.

Over the whole workflow (see Fig. 1), from the design
phase over rapid prototyping, reaction engineering and

product recovery and purification to scaling, advanced
strategies in biocatalysis, metabolic engineering and synthetic
biology have contributed to better production processes in
metabolite synthesis. These are not only more sustainable
than less resource-efficient and longer chemical routes, which
in addition may have safety, health and environmental issues,
but also have sustainability benefits in comparison with
biological routes to metabolites formed in only small and
varying amounts naturally in biological species and thus also
having an unfavorable E factor. Therefore it is important to
consider the concept of safe and sustainable by design.15

Designing and selecting a sustainable synthesis route to a
desired metabolite target is best done at the beginning before
scaling. Benefits may however also be achieved by redesign of
the process in the course of the transfer from laboratory scale
to production, or by improving or replacing a manufacturing
process which is already established at industrial large scale.
This is illustrated by the changes from chemical processes to
bioprocesses in the manufacturing of vitamin B12 (ref. 16) and
vitamin B2 (ref. 17) at industrial large scale, where
sustainability continues to be a driver for process
improvements. A more sustainable route provides also added
benefits such as improvements in safety and health, efficiency
of human, energy and material resources. This translates into
continuing economic benefits, which can counterbalance the
one-time effort of changing within the same company an
industrial process even at large scale. Alternatively, this may
provide an opportunity for a competitor to develop an
improved manufacturing process to large scale.

Reaction engineering, upstream and downstream
processing are essential elements in the development of a
viable metabolite manufacturing process via the selected route.

Design and selection of target-oriented
synthesis routes

The experimental knowledge base of metabolite synthesis
has continuously grown over time, from Friedrich Wöhler's
mile-stone discovery that the organic metabolite urea, which
is naturally formed in kidneys of humans and animals, can
be synthesized in the laboratory from inorganic ammonium
chloride and silver cyanate,18 to the synthesis of numerous
organic compounds and bioactive small molecules occurring
naturally in biological organisms. Impressive total syntheses
of natural products with increasing molecular complexity and
diversity have been achieved by tremendous advances in the
science and art of target-oriented synthesis.19 Metabolite
synthesis represents a hallmark of organic chemistry and
many new synthetic methodologies have been developed in
the course of finding a total synthesis route to a desired
metabolite/natural product target.20–22

The access to a tremendous experimental knowledge
about which synthetic reactions have worked well in the past,
but also which synthetic transformations did not work well
or failed, continues to be an important prerequisite for
synthesis planning. This has been pioneered with the

Fig. 1 Workflow for metabolite synthesis from route design and
selection, rapid prototyping, reaction engineering, upstream and
downstream operations, product recovery and purification to scaling.
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concept of the retrosynthetic analysis and its disconnection
of bonds by E. J. Corey,23 by brainstorming and creatively
thinking backwards from a desired target compound via a
single reaction step in terms of chemical reactions to a
precursor from which it could be made. This iterative
approach until a commercially available starting compound
is reached has been envisioned very early to benefit from
combining chemical retrosynthetic analysis with information
technology, combining the use of the strategies of
retrosynthetic analysis and an adequate database in a
computer program.24

Computer-assisted synthesis planning has progressed very
much since then, and advanced software tools using data-
driven models25 and rule-, similarity-, or transformer-based
models.26–28 Based on large digital chemical reaction
databases a number of commercial solutions to the problem
are offered, such as the CAS SciFindern – Retrosynthesis
software,29 the Reaxys Predictive Retrosynthesis software,30

and the Chematica/SYNTHIA™ Retrosynthesis software.27 An
analogous backward thinking approach can also be applied
to stereoselective biocatalytic reactions, based on
experimentally established enzymatic reaction platforms,31

and the interfacing of biocatalysis and organic chemistry in
retrosynthetic analysis has attracted much interest.32–36

Taking a step back to a general level, the visualization of the
encyclopedia of known metabolic pathways from nature, the
expansion of biochemical knowledge and synthetic metabolic
pathways provide another great opportunity for retrosynthetic
analysis in the biochemical domain, which has also been
designated as retrobiosynthesis.37–40

The interactions between the biochemical and chemical
domains have been mutually beneficial for the design of
target-oriented synthesis routes (see Fig. 2), such as the
inspirations from the biochemical pathways to the design of
related biomimetic syntheses in organic chemistry,41–43 the
inspirations from classical reactions of organic chemistry to
the search or design of corresponding natural or new-to-
nature biocatalytic reactions or reaction modules,44,45 or the

anticipation of a potential natural product and its
biosynthesis from its chemical synthesis in the laboratory.46

Although retrosynthetic analysis in the biochemical and
chemical domains has been a creative process driven by
human experience, existing knowledge and intuition with the
support of information technology and machine learning,
combining these in a hybrid search is of much interest.47

The consideration of all biochemical and chemical synthetic
methods provides a broad and complementary reaction space
for search strategies towards suitable and sustainable routes.
As a first step in the way forward to a computer-assisted
workflow for synthesis planning which incorporates
enzymatic as well as organic chemistry based
transformations, a single-step retrosynthesis strategy has
been demonstrated by the use of natural enzymatic
transformations.48

Rapid prototyping of product
synthesis

Global supply chain issues, critical product needs related to
multiple crises and the emerging bioeconomy49 bring the
attention to the development of methodologies and tools for
rapid responses in order to introduce more resilience into
product synthesis. The robustness of metabolism of
biological cells for the synthesis of metabolites at the right
place and time when needed can thereby be a blueprint and
inspiration for developing a sustainable industrial
metabolism. As both biological cells and industrial
organisations interact with the environment, some analogy
and important common aspects can be fruitful for
developments towards a sustainable industrial metabolism.
Interconnecting raw material availability, handling of waste,
cycles of elements and their regulation, are not only relevant
for cellular metabolism but are also essential for activities of
industrial organisations. The symbiotic cooperation of
different biological cells in a consortium has its counterpart
in the cooperation within and across industrial sectors and
the attention to resource-efficient material and energy flows
in value chains, from raw materials to intermediates and
final products. Sustainable synthetic methodologies are
thereby not only of much interest for developing and
manufacturing natural metabolites, but also metabolite-like
non-natural pharmaceuticals in case of critical defense needs
against emerging human diseases.

Rapid prototyping as a rapid response methodology can
also be valuable in product synthesis. The realization of any
major bottlenecks at an early development stage can avoid
time-consuming detours, and the implementation of the
selected synthesis route to the target product at small scale
can give important insight into further research needs.50

Impressive advances in developing whole cell systems for
metabolite synthesis have been achieved by key discoveries,
methodologies and achievements in metabolic engineering
over the last three decades51 and by synthetic biology
technologies over the last two decades.52 First prototype

Fig. 2 Utilization of the biochemical and chemical reaction
knowledge base for valuable interactions and retrosynthetic analysis in
designing and selecting target-oriented synthesis routes (image
created with https://BioRender.com).
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pathways for demonstrating the synthesis of the desired
metabolite in whole cells can thereby be developed faster,
and subsequent improvements in yields and product
concentrations can be performed by the iterative application
of design–build–test–learn (DBTL) cycles.53–55 Key for
engineering cellular metabolism towards successful rapid
prototyping and increased productivity rather than towards
increasing complexity is thereby a sufficiently detailed
understanding of the selected whole cell biosystem at
molecular, cellular and process levels and the various factors
influencing rates, titers and yields.56 Microbial strain design
and optimization for metabolite production can be
accelerated by new tools integrating computational design,
machine learning and manual curation of the knowledge
base by humans, as shown for hundreds of metabolites by
using the Lila system and Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces
cerevisiae as hosts.57 A decisive prerequisite is the availability
or development of meaningful and sensitive analytical
methods with adequate information content.

Databases containing experimentally measured features
and influencing factors such as enzyme functions, kinetics
and thermodynamics of enzyme-catalyzed reactions,
interactions of substrates and products with enzymes and
whole cells, are key for successful DBTL cycles and a
prerequisite for using machine learning techniques.58

Whole cell approaches for rapid prototyping of metabolite
synthesis may have to overcome stability or transport
limitations, or one or more enzymes of the pathway to the
product are unknown. Therefore, a systems biocatalysis
approach provides a combined top-down and bottom-up
framework which is useful for investigating a modular set up
of reactions, including biochemical and chemical reactions,
for achieving sustainable syntheses of metabolites.59,60 It is
highly desirable to find more sustainable routes based on the
pathways from nature as prototypes in cases when
metabolites can only be isolated in limited amounts from
natural resources and are thereby creating much waste. As
this requires however the knowledge of all enzymes involved
in the respective pathway, the identification and
characterization of any missing enzyme of that biosynthetic
pathway is absolutely essential. Great advances have been
achieved in identifying missing enzymes in biosynthetic
pathways, as illustrated in Fig. 3 for missing enzymes (see
box) in the biosynthetic pathway to vinblastine61 and
carminic acid,62 which can serve as blueprints for rapid
prototyping.

Cell-free biocatalysis is of much interest for rapidly
prototyping metabolite synthesis systems with reduced
complexity63–65 compared to whole cell systems. The use of
whole cells can however be a great advantage in the reaction
engineering to enhanced conversion and yield over cell-free
systems, when enzyme stability or reactant replenishment is
higher in vivo. Designing and applying cell-free biocatalysis
for metabolite production is attractive not only because of
simplified downstream processing compared to metabolite
purification from the fermentation broth, but also because of

the absence of transport boundaries of cell membranes for
substrates and products. Potential stability issues of
metabolite production using recombinant whole-cell systems
may be resolved in a more modular way when selecting cell-
free systems for prototyping.

The great progress in DNA synthesis66 and cell-free protein
synthesis,67–69 and their use for the prototyping of enzymatic
reactions,70–72 are additional key factors for making a rapid
design of in vitro biocatalytic systems attractive. A miniaturized
workflow using in vitro transcription/translation and an
enzymatic assay at microliter scale enabled the rapid
prototyping of O-methyltransferase-catalyzed methylation73

towards the substrates caffeic acid, catechol, dopamine,
quercetin and ferulic acid. Numerous sustainable syntheses of
metabolites have been prototyped by a single enzymatic reaction
step (see Fig. 4) from suitably selected and easily available
starting compounds using isolated recombinant enzymes.74–80

For diverse metabolites with very long and complex
biosynthetic pathways, the reduction of complexity by

Fig. 3 Identification of missing enzymes in natural product
biosynthetic pathways as starting point for prototyping more
sustainable manufacturing, illustrated by the examples of A) vinblastine
and B) carminic acid.
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designing a novel shorter pathway module for a common
part of the natural pathways is very promising, such as the
starting point for the isopentenyl utilization pathway module
(see Fig. 5) for isoprenoids.81

Impressive achievements have also been obtained by a
combination of enzymatic reactions to a metabolite and its
further chemical conversion to the desired metabolite,82 or
the chemical coupling of the two metabolites catharanthine

and vindoline (see Fig. 3A), which have both been
enzymatically synthesized in yeast, to the naturally occurring
monoterpene indole alkaloid vinblastine by using Fe(III)-
based or photo-chemical coupling methods.83

The advantages of performing multiple reaction steps in
one pot without the isolation and purification of
intermediates have attracted tremendous interest due to the
excellent selectivity and interoperability of suitable isolated
recombinant enzymes. This has been demonstrated very early
by the 17-step enzymatic synthesis of hydrogenobyrinic acid
from 5-amino-levulinic acid in 20% overall yield using 12
recombinantly expressed enzymes of vitamin B12

biosynthesis.84 The reduced complexity and the modular
setup of a multistep enzymatic synthesis enables a step by
step approach combining experiments and modelling for
optimizing the overall conversion, taking into account proper
balancing of enzyme activities and avoiding enzyme
inhibition.85 Enzymatic reaction sequences have been
assembled in a practical and simple approach for rapid
prototyping and optimization in vitro by using cell lysates
enriched with enzymes which have been prepared by cell-free
protein expression.86 The use of cell-free biocatalysis in
multistep enzymatic synthesis of metabolites and natural
products is not only of interest for the early development
phase, but also for reaction engineering and the translation
to sustainable manufacturing processes.87,88

Reaction engineering

The successful demonstration of a prototype reaction for the
product synthesis becomes the starting point for reaction
engineering. Significant challenges are thereby the
expanding number of options for selecting the optimum
settings for operating the reaction and rules for guiding the
selection of the optimum path.89 The enzyme-based
reactions may be optimized in a whole-cell system, a cell-free
system, or a combination thereof, depending on the
comparison of the bioproduction systems for a particular
metabolite.90 Platform technologies for enzyme-catalyzed
reactions, such as enzyme engineering, metabolic
engineering, synthetic biology, or immobilization are
important for optimizing enzyme-based reactions in whole-
cell systems as well as cell-free systems.91 Impressive
improvements of titers have been achieved in biocatalytic
plant metabolite synthesis by engineering and optimizing
their pathways in S. cerevisiae whole cells, for example in the
synthesis of the vinblastine precursor metabolites
catharanthine and vindoline.17 Some important goals of
reaction engineering for metabolite syntheses are highlighted
in Fig. 6 and include a high degree of substrate conversion,
a high isolated yield of the final metabolite, increasing
substrate concentrations for achieving high product space–
time yields, high product concentrations, a high final
amount of metabolite per amount of biocatalyst and a
reduced E-factor,92 while keeping the high product quality
which has been achieved in the prototype reaction.

Fig. 4 Rapid prototyping of selected one-step enzymatic syntheses of
metabolites (described in more details in the indicated literature
references).

Fig. 5 Novel isopentenyl utilization pathway module for the
sustainable synthesis of isoprenoids.
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The systematic reaction optimization by design of
experiments provides a means to identify enzyme inhibition,
stability and equilibrium issues, or other potential
bottlenecks, while increasing the substrate concentration in a
stepwise manner. In case of biocatalytic reactions requiring
cofactors and their regeneration, reducing system complexity
and cofactor concentration are additional goals.

This has been demonstrated in the synthesis of the
enantiomerically pure lactaldehydes by the reaction
engineering of the enzymatic reduction of 1,1-dimethoxy-
protected 2-propanone to (S)- and (R)-1,1-dimethoxy-2-
propanols93 with the decrease of the NADP-concentration
from 0.8 g per liter to 0.05 g per liter and the increase of the
substrate concentration from 6 g per liter to 250 g per liter.
For making available highly valuable metabolites in larger
amounts biocatalytic reaction engineering towards achieving
much lower substrate concentrations of the order of grams
per liter can however also be of much interest. The
biocatalytic 3-step conversion of α-linolenic acid to the plant
metabolite cis-(+)-12-oxophytodienoic acid in one pot has
been optimized to achieve >99% conversion, high
diastereoselectivity and a reduction of side products by
avoiding the decomposition of sensitive intermediates.94

Detailed analyses of the effects of reaction conditions on
the kinetics and thermodynamics of the enzyme-catalyzed
reactions and on stabilities of the reaction partners are
essential for reaction optimization and reactor evaluation.95

Learning from dynamic analytical measurements of cellular
metabolites by fast and sensitive mass spectrometry methods,
well established in metabolomics, is important for improving
process and product metrics by identifying where bottlenecks
exist and where essential intermediates are lost.96

One of the key parameters of metabolite synthesis is
related to the sustainability, not only of the reaction part of
the process, as also the sustainability of the preceding and
subsequent operations are relevant (see Fig. 7).

Therefore, in addition to the optimization of the reaction
part, also the upstream and downstream parts need to be
considered for the development of an intensified, scalable
and viable biocatalytic process.97 The selected options in the

upstream part, such as the choice of the whole-cell or cell-
free system, can have a significant influence on the efficiency
and effort going into the downstream operations for
recovering and purifying the metabolite from the mixture
after the reaction has been completed.98 Optimized product
recovery and purification to the desired quality are essential
for an overall process intensification and a high isolated yield
of the final metabolite.99

Enzyme immobilization has been instrumental for
increased enzyme stability and robustness and reduced
reaction times, for example in the flow-based synthesis of
melatonin from 5-methoxytryptamine catalyzed by
immobilized acetyltransferase.100 The amount of enzyme and
resin as well as the time required for screening and
developing the immobilization of enzymes on affinity resins
have been significantly reduced by automating the process
development and optimization of enzyme immobilization.101

Scaling metabolite synthesis

The scaling of optimized batch processes, using chemical
reactions, fermentation, whole-cell or cell-free biocatalytic
processes, or combinations thereof, by their transfer from
small-scale vessels via reactors of increasing volume has been
key to the manufacturing of metabolites at the appropriate
scale.102,103 Numerous processes for metabolite synthesis
have been scaled up to a wide range of production scales,
depending on the metabolite type, industrial sector and
application. Small scale can be adequate for producing drug
or research metabolites, but the time requirements and
urgency of scaling may be the most important factors.
Medium scale can be sufficient for routinely manufacturing
batches of special metabolites with industrial applications.
Industrial large scale has been well established in classical
processes for the production of amino acids, organic acids,
vitamins, nucleotides, steroids, vitamins, antibiotics and
pharmaceutical metabolites. Their large scale production and
global availability contributed tremendously to health,
nutrition and the quality of life and represents also an
important sector of the bioeconomy.104–108 While the classical

Fig. 6 Metrics for some important goals of biocatalytic reaction
engineering for the syntheses of illustrating various classes of
metabolites needed in large, medium and small amounts and
representing low, intermediate and high economic value

Fig. 7 Interconnected sustainability goals of various process parts
(blue: up- and downstream processing parts; yellow: reaction
engineering part) contributing to the sustainability of the overall
process for metabolite synthesis.
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scale-up of reactions in batch mode is still the prevailing
industrial workflow for metabolite manufacturing processes,
the strategic advantages of scaling by continuous flow
processes have received much attention.109–112

Outlook

The first phase in developing sustainable syntheses of
required metabolites benefits from progress in various
relevant areas, such as widening biocatalytic reaction
platforms, increasing experimental reaction knowledge, new
information technology tools and data-bases and
methodological advances in route design and selection.
Building short biocatalytic routes to complex metabolites and
developing novel reactions with wider implications for
sustainable chemistry are of much interest. Inspirations can
originate from de novo design, enzyme engineering and from
progress in elucidating enzyme functions in biosynthetic
pathways to natural products113 and by discovering novel
enzymes utilizing central metabolites as building
blocks.114,115 Practical and simple in vitro prototyping
approaches are attractive due to reduced complexity and are
facilitated by advances in DNA synthesis and high-level
expression of suitable enzymes. Fast and sensitive analytical
methods with high information content are essential in the
experimental phase of rapidly building, testing, learning and
optimizing biocatalytic systems for metabolite synthesis. An
integrated view of the reaction engineering, considering also
the connections with upstream and downstream operations,
can be valuable for developing a viable biocatalytic process,
which can be intensified and scaled. The production scale at
which metabolites are manufactured is depending on various
technological factors as well as market demand. Increasing
demand requires either the transfer to fixed batch reactors of
larger volume, including additional process development
time, or to increase the time of operation when using mobile
continuous flow reactors.

Conclusions

The synthesis of metabolites has always been a very important
area for science, industry and society, and is today experiencing
a renaissance. The replacement of extractive manufacturing
methods from limited biological resources or of lengthy
chemical routes with an unfavorable waste to product ratio, by
sustainable methods is thereby highly important for scaling
metabolite synthesis. Although numerous advances have
enabled rapid development of metabolite synthesis from small
to large scale, the number of metabolites without synthetic
access and the great structural diversity of metabolites require
major efforts. Thereby several metabolite-specific boundary
conditions are important, such as resource efficiency, the
manufacturing capability for the required amounts of
metabolites while complying with sustainability goals,
protection of endangered species and biodiversity issues. Their
consideration is therefore essential in the design and selection

of sustainable routes for metabolite synthesis. Benefits can be
derived from the integration of biological and chemical
domains in retrosynthetic analysis and from new approaches
in computer-assisted synthesis planning. The growing interface
between computational approaches, information technology
and experimental advances in the characterization of enzymes
involved in biosynthetic pathways, enzyme engineering and
biocatalytic reaction platforms looks very promising for guiding
the design and selection of sustainable routes for metabolite
synthesis. Meaningful and sensitive analytical methods
providing adequate information are essential for rapid
prototyping and iterative DBTL cycles. Optimizing the entire
workflow needs to include, in addition to the upstream part
and reaction engineering, also the metabolite recovery and
purification as essential part of sustainable metabolite
manufacturing. With the advances in various tools and
methodologies for route selection and reaction engineering
there is a bright future in discovering and developing novel
routes for sustainable metabolite synthesis.
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